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hi, thank you so much for your kind words. i'm glad to know stellar converter is working for you. i am
working for a company that provides free tools for the benefit of the user, so i just post stellar

converter for the community. stellar converter is the most powerful tool for the conversion of ost to
pst. in addition, the tool is also free for the use. thank you for your kind review. enjoy stellar

converter for your next ost to pst conversion project. :) hi, i have used stellar converter for ost to pst
conversion recently. stellar converter is a wonderful tool. i highly recommend this tool. stellar

converter is free to use and has a simple interface. i have tried the demo version, and it worked
perfectly. the product has a very good customer support. they responded to all my questions in a

very short time. i don't have any doubt to recommend this tool to others. in an attempt to
circumvent a potential data loss caused by a misconfigured exchange 2010 server, i created an

automated script that can convert a large number of outlook folders at once. i have just released the
script and it is available for free download from github. the ost2pst project is written in python and

requires python 3.6 or later, since it depends on the python package "requests" and other third-party
libraries. it can be executed from a shell command line or through a batch script. unlike the free ost

to pst converter, the script will attempt to synchronize all mail folders and all mail items (e-mails,
contacts, calendar appointments, tasks, journals, notes, and other attachments) and will save the

output in a new pst file of the same name as the original ost file.
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i noticed that stellar supports imap. now, all i have to do is upgrade to windows live mail 2011, and
the problem will be solved. it should also be noted that stellar makes it very easy to convert to pdf,
but i haven't had any issues with importing into a different mail client (outlook). the best part is, the

conversion happens in about 30 seconds. can't beat that. i just wanted to let you know that
stellar.com is one of my favorite email archiving websites. i found your company through this site

and have been a customer since 2010. stellar.com is a fabulous web service. they are very helpful,
and don't charge you for the service. it is one of the best archiving sites i have used. i use

stellar.com. i love the simplicity and ease of use. i have built a new computer and moved all my
emails from my old computer to the new one. stellar.com has solved all my problems, even with the
new computer. i used to use old pst files, but now i'm using stellar.com's emails. it's so simple. i just
click on the email i want, choose what type of conversion i want, then how many emails i want in the
new file. i'm very happy with the conversion, and they are really fast. we have to find a good ost to
pst converter for our success. we know that cooltools is a good ost to pst converter tool and it is a

very easy to use. we have tried it and we have found that the tool doesn't support all the formats. if
you use cooltools, you can recover your microsoft outlook emails. so, we want to tell you about
another ost to pst converter tool. read more hi, i'm glad to share my experience of using stellar

converter. stellar converter is an excellent tool for converting ost to pst because: 1. it is so easy to
use and understandable. 2. it has a simple interface. 3. ost file can be converted into pst in just a few

minutes. 4. it is free. i really like it. thanks for sharing it. :) 5ec8ef588b
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